
DEMONSTRATION FOR A DIGNIFIED RELOCATION
of  people evicted from 51, bd Dahdah

On Thursday,  November 14, the residents of  51 Boulevard Dahdah underwent an
evacuation ordered by the city council. After a week in a gymnasium, SIAO 13* finds
them places in indecent hotels. However, as soon as the evacuation took place, the
city council should have taken responsibility for all the occupants in accordance with
the obligations set out in the relocation charter ("Charte pour un relogement digne").
These solutions have not yet been implemented. Moreover, without the mobilization
of the displaced and supporters and in the face of threats from some municipal agents,
the  occupants  of  Dahda  Boulevard  would  have  been  on  the  street  the  next  day.
However,  it's  highly  likely  that  hotel  delays  will  be  endless  and  will  lead  to
inappropriate  proposals  in  view  of  their  economic  situation  and  the  reception
conditions  of  asylum  seekers  which  the  State,  through  OFII*  and  PADA*,  is
responsible. This echoes the unworthy housing policy in Marseille. We demand that
the  city  of  Marseille  take  its  responsibilities  without  discriminating  among  the
dislodged from Boulevard Dahda. We demand decent and adequate housing, not only
for  the  displaced,  but  also  for  all  people  made  homeless  by  the  state  and  its
impoverishment policies. Our demands remain the same as those made public at the
press conference on Friday 22 November. 
    
● That the city of Marseille immediately apply the charter for a dignified relocation 
● That the EAPE carry out its missions and recognize as “occupiers in good faith”
all persons dislodged from 51 Dahdah Boulevard 
● That the OFII and its subcontractor PADA respect the rights of foreigners and
ensure immediate accommodation for all asylum seekers including those in Dublin
procedures and this for the whole length of their procedure 
● That the State acknowledge that its deplorable management of accommodation as
part of its asylum policy is making the business of sleep merchants prosper to the
detriment of the most vulnerable people 
● That the dislodged are all relocated in a sustainable manner and under conditions
that meet their needs 
● A dignified home for all 

THURSDAY 12/12 GATHERING AT 2PM IN FRONT OF THE
PADA (PUGET HALL) THEN WALK TO THE CITY HALL

The expelled from Bd Dahdah, Collective of November 5, Al Manba/Migrant Support 13 

SIAO 13 : State structure in charge of emergency accommodation 
OFII: French Office for Immigration Integration 
PADA: Asylum Seekers Reception Platform, OFII service provider


